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SFML-A series of semi-auto laminator, a competitive laminating machine with high
technical content, excellent quality and original appearance, is designed and
manufactured elaborately upon the combination of the advanced technology of
international similar products and more than 20 years of manufacturing experience. It is of
compact structure, small space occupation and easy operation. All main components
adopt international noted brands. The machine integrates on design the excellent
performance of many different semi-automatic laminators, and is additionally equipped
with corrugating delivery system, vibrating receiving system etc. to settle completely a
long time of technical matter, crimping trouble of laminated thin paper.
Features: To suit two kinds of film: pre-glued film and glueless film
 SCHNEIDER frequency converter equipped for infinite speed variation ensures
speed adjustment much more convenient and efficient, and makes the machine run
stably and quietly.
 Enlarged size of chromed heating roller is mounted with built-in oil heating system
which provides balanced laminating temperature and owns excellent temperature
persistence.
 SCHNEIDER PLC system realizes automatic paper separation, breakdown alert for
self-protection etc. functions.
 Pneumatic film unwinding system positions film roll more accurately, and makes the
loading and unloading of film roll and film unwinding tension much more convenient.
 Double sets of serrated perforating wheels provide different choices for different
specifications of sheets and film.
 Perfected traction adjusting system makes traction adjustment more convenient and
efficient.
 Corrugating delivery system and vibrating receiving system ensure paper collection
more regular and convenient.
Technical Parameters:
Model No.

SFML-720A

SFML-920A

SFML-1100A

Max Paper Size 720mm

920mm

1100mm

Laminating
Speed

0-30m/min

0-30m/min

0-30m/min

Temperature

≤130℃

≤130℃

≤130℃

Main Power

19.5kw

22.5kw

25.5kw

Overall
Dimensions

4000×1500×1600mm

4000×1700×1600mm

4000×1900×1600mm

Weight

1800kgs

2000kgs

2200kgs
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